Clinical usefulness of the rotatory, caloric, and vestibular evoked myogenic potential test in unilateral peripheral vestibular pathologies.
The aim of this study was to investigate the diagnostic capacity of three different rotatory tests, and to investigate the clinical effectiveness of the caloric, rotatory, and vestibular evoked myogenic potential (VEMP) test. Several rotatory tests--sinusoidal harmonic acceleration test (SHAT), pseudorandom rotation test (PRRT), velocity step test (VST)--and a caloric and a VEMP test, were given to 77 patients (mean age 52 years) with a unilateral peripheral vestibular pathology, and 80 control subjects (mean age 48 years). For the rotatory test, the highest diagnostic capacity was obtained with the 0.01 Hz SHAT frequency, followed by 0.1 and 0.05 Hz. A higher diagnostic accuracy was reached for the caloric and VEMP test. The caloric test demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity values, but the 0.01 Hz SHAT rotation appeared more sensitive, and the VEMP more specific, than the caloric test. A selection of the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 Hz SHAT rotations is suggested as the most ideal rotatory test protocol, and a combination of rotatory, caloric, and VEMP testing will result in a more complete examination of our vestibular system.